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Oriom – Healing Source 

01 Mars Minaret   09:31
02 One With Everything  06:32
03 Venus Void   10:43
04 One Day In Eternity  14:10
05 Slom Ocean   28:07
06 Son Of The Sun   07:54

Oriom is Rainer von Vielen’s solo project.

Rainer has been working on these space trips for 
many years. During the time of lockdown, the 
moment to let a wholesome idea become an album 
had finally come.

Each song is composed in a specific planetary 
tuning. The frequency of the planet’s revolution 
around the sun, raised in octaves to an audible 
range. Beats that resonate with these frequencies. 
That is the core of this album.

Thus, the journey begins on Mars, continues to the 
Platonic year of planet Earth, then flies away to 
Venus and takes to a terrestrial day, only to spin 
along the annual frequency of our home planet 
(432 Hz) for 28 minutes. Eventually, the album 
closes on the gravitational length of our sun.

Rainer has discovered the rich depths of throat 
singing a long time ago and found a fulfilling and 
moving force in this form of singing. Controlled 
breathing, to which he mostly found in meditation, 
is the source of the sound. The “Healing Source”.

He finds the combination of archaic means of 
sound production and electronic soundscapes very 
fascinating. To him, harmonizing these worlds 
while resonating with the planets of our solar sys-
tem is a mirror of the all-oneness.

The language of Oriom’s singing is the language 
of the moment. The voice as an instrument and 
words as auditory medium, telling of a sensation 
that arises from the fusion with the sound of music. 
Immediate and direct. 

77 minutes of space tripping, for celestial yoga, pla-
netary breathing, slow trance dance, stellar medita-
tion and peaceful grounding.

To find out more about the Cosmic Octave, visit:
https://www.planetware.de/octave/index.html

Label: Klangwirkstoff-Records

anhören und download: bandcamp

mehr Infos über das Album, das Thema funktionale Musik und die 
kosmische Oktave finden Sie auf: www.klangwirkstoff.de
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